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AFoFUNDAMENTAL problem facing nearly
all responsible public lhealth officials in

developing nationis is the general lack of
routine, reliable, anid currenit estimates of natal-
ity and mortality. A glance through any one of
the United Nations Yearbooks dramaticalIly
demonstrates this fact.
The primary reason for this absence of basic

data is that the official vital registration systems
in these countries are marginial. This marginal
state is caused by deep-seated problemls inherenit
in a less developed country. Before an official
registration system can functioin effectively,
many built-in cultural aand teclhniological ad-
vances must be in operation-adv-ances sucli as
attendance at birth by quialified medical work-
ers, a large proportion of births in mnedical
facilities, anid a high level of literacy among the
populations. Prerequisites for these achieve-
ments include adequate per capita inicomne,
numerouis trained medical personniel anid well-
equipped facilities, good roads, anid commuunica-
tionl systems. One couild almnost definie develop-
ment in terms of the effectiveniess of an official
vital registration system.

Mr. Rumford is demographic statistics adviser,
U.S. Agency for International Development. Dr.
Heperkan is survey director and lecturer, Ankara
School of Public Health, and Mrs. Fincancioglu is
the administrative officer and chief programer of
the survey, Ankara, Turkey.

AMost developinig countries cannot afford to
wtait for a comipletely functioning official sys-
tem. They nieed reliable estimates of populationi
growth and fertility now. This paper describes
how Turkey is atteinpting to obtain this vitally
nieeded iniformation until such time as its official
registrationi system becomes effective.

Initiation of the Survey

In September 1965, after nearly a year of
pretestinig, the Miinistry of Healtlh anid Social
Welfa.re of the Republic of Turkey, wi-ith as-
sistanice from tlle IU.S. Ag(rency for International
Development, initiated the Turkish Deimo-
gra)phic Survey.

Tlle survey is a lhousehold enumeration in-
strumenit designed priimarily to prox-ide the
AMiniistry of Health with accurate an-d current
niatality aind miortality statistics. Secondary but
importan.t goals are to pieseiit annual data on
fertility patterns, population movemients, age
and sex distributions, as well as gross estimates
of miiarital, literacy, anid educational status, par-
ticularly as tlhey relate to population groi-wth.
The survey was initiated at this particular

timie for many reasons. Param-loumit amnonig these
are a rapidly expaniding populatioin, a recenitly
implemented family planning programn (1),
and an accelerated effort of the AMiniistry of
Healthl to brinig moderni public healtlh facilities
and practices to the less developed sectionis of
the coun-try.
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Although the demographic survey is tailored
to meet the needs and problems of Turkey, these
needs and problems are not peculiar to this
nation. Nearly every developing country is ex-
periencing unprecedented population growth;
modern public health programs are needed and
being implemented everywhere. Baseline
statistics, evaluation techniques, and estimation
parameters are marginal or absent. These ex-
periences are occurring against a geographic
and social background similar to Turkey's-a
largely rural population practicing subsistence
agriculture and living in thousands of small,
isolated villages with inadequate transportation
facilities, limited financial resources, high birth
and death rates, low literacy rates, and inade-
quate vital registration systems.
Turkey is not the first nation to feel the

pressing need for a demographic survey.
Similar surveys are currently being carried on
in Pakistan (2), India (3), and Thailand (4).
Prior to these efforts, excellent pioneer work
was done in Mysore, India (5), Guanabara,
Brazil (6), and Morocco (7).
Unlike some of the other efforts, the Turkish

Demographic Survey was initiated on a re-
gional basis. Regional estimates of demographic
events and parameters are necessary in Turkey
because of the vast differences in the social and
economic makeup and progress of the popula-
tion. As an example, the geography, customs,
and economy of rural eastern Turkey are en-
tirely different from rural western Turkey. Be-
cause of these differences the birth, death, and
fertility patterns vary tremendously. The ef-
fectiveness of a family planning or other public
health program can be measured only against a
specific set of relative values. A national esti-
mate would tend to mask inherent sectional dif-
ferences and could even present a false picture.
To provide regional estimates with a reason-

able degree of precision and at the same time
satisfy the necessities of effective enumeration
control and limited budgetary resources, Tur-
key has been divided into five regions. In addi-
tion, because of the peculiar nature of large
metropolitan areas, separate surveys are made
for the cities of Ankara, Istanbul, and Izmir.
In general, region 1 includes the Central
Anatolian Plateau; region 2, the Black Sea
Coastal Provinces; region 3, the Aegean-Mar-

mara Sea Provinces; region 4, the Mediter-
ranean Coastal Provinces; and region 5, east-
ern Anatolia. The geographic boundaries of
each region are shown in figure 1.
The current overall sample size for any one

region is approximately 33,000 persons. The
sample size for the entire nation is about 235,000
or slightly less than 1 percent of the country's
population. The sample was designed to give
each household in Turkey a specific probability
of being included in the survey. Each region has
been subdivided into rural units-places with
2,000 or less persons, and urban units-places
with 2,001 or more persons.
The sampling unit for the rural areas is the

village. Every household in a sample village is
included in the survey. Thirty randomly se-
lected villages clustered in 30 random districts
have been chosen for each region. The sampling
unit for the urban areas is a "block." The size
of each block is varied so that it contains ap-
proximately 100 households. There are 30 such
random blocks selected for each region, and a
similar number selected in each of the three
cities. Based on estimates obtained thus far
from the survey, the standard errors range be-
tween 4 to 8 percent for the crude live birth
rate, 6 to 9 percent for the crude death rate, and
8 to 17 percent for the infant mortality rate.

Because of the magnitude of the survey, it
was considered unwise to attempt to enumerate
all five regions and the three cities concurrently
from the beginning. Such a task would strain
the facilities of even the most developed nations.
Instead, the Turkish Demographic Survey has
been implemented gradually. In 1965, regions
1 and 2 and Ankara were initiated in the sur-
vey. In 1966, Istanbul, Izmir, and regions 3
and 4 were added. With the inclusion of region
5 in 1967 coverage of the entire country was
attained.
Each regional enumeration is scheduled in

the spring and fall of every year. Interviewing
must be restricted to these two seasons because
in summer the villagers are in the field and in
winter the access roads in most rural areas are
impassable. Enumerations in the three large
cities present no such problem, and these have
been scheduled during the midwinter and
summer months.
The subject matter of the survey includes
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Figure 1. Geographic delineation of regions and cities enumerated by the Turkish Demographic
Survey

most of the information recommended by the
United Nations plus other material required by
the Ministry of Health.
Figure 2 is an English translation of the

household registration-enumeration sheet, con-
sisting of seven blocks, currently used in the
survey. The blocks contain the following infor-
mation: 1, the household identification items; 2,
enumerator and inspector control data; 3, demo-
graphic description of the individual members
residing in the household, including number of
children ever born and number of children sur-
viving; 4, the incidence of births and selected
information concerning births and mothers; 5,
the circumstances concerniing persons moving
into the household; 6, the characteristics of per-
sons who died in the household; and 7, a descrip-
tion of persons moving out of the household.

Data Collection Methods

Two methods are used to collect the data. The
first employs a local, resident registrar who
visits each household in his assigned area every
month and reports the demographic changes
which have occurred in the household during
the past month. The second method employs a
staff supervisor, who independently calls on
each of these same households every 6 months.
The two reports are matched and all mismatches

are verified in the field or by letter. The meth-
odology of this system is largely based on the
work of Chandrasekaran and Deming (8) and
Coale (9).
To establish the Turkish system, the resident

registrar-enumerator makes a complete initial
census of every household in his sampling unit.
He fills out in duplicate all the basic census
information required in blocks 1, 2, and 3 of the
household registration sheet. One copy is sent
to the control office in Ankara and one copy is
retained by the registrar. At the end of each
month, the registrar visits each household in his
unit and inquires about the occurrence of a
birth, stillbirth, death, in-migrant, or out-
migrant. If any of these events has occurred
in a given household, he records the event, and
the required information concerning the event
in blocks 4, 5, 6, or 7, again in duplicate. Block
3 is updated to reflect change in household com-
position. One copy is sent to the survey's control
office and one is retained for the registrar's
records.
To facilitate processing, each monthly report

for a household is cumulative. The last registra-
tion sheet not only contains the events that
occurred during the current month but also in-
cludes all the events that may have occurred in
the household since the sampling unit started
on the current enumeration year. For an in-
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Figure 2. Household registration-enumeration sheet used in Turkish Demographic Survey
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migranit, the events are recorded from the day
t,he person moved inito the area; for an out-
migrant, events are recorded up to the time the
person moved out of the area.

At. the close of 6 months of reporting, an in-
dependent enumeration is made in the samplin-g
unit by a professional survey staff supervisor.
He inquires about all vital evenits that occurred
in the hotusehold during the previouis 6 montlhs.
The completed questionniaires are returned to

a suirvey control center ancd compared witlh the
last accumulative registrar's reports. All tlhose
events and household popuilationis wlicih do not
matclh are withdlrawni and a letteir or field verifi-
cation is made. Fieldc verifications are always
doine by an independent supervisor. The ques-
tionnaires are verified oi1 discounted and sent to
the processing unit. The census information in
blocks 1 through 3 of the.registration sheet is
then coded anid puinchedl. Tlhese data form the
regiona,l base midyear population wlhich is used
for suibsequent tabulations at the close of the
survey year. In addition, a gross vital event
counit for the 6-month period is coded, punched,
and tabulated. The verified events are cat,e-
gorized as to whether they were present on botli
the re(ristrar's and the supervisor's records, oii
the regristrar's report only, or on the enuimera-
t,or's records only.
The montlhly reporting is conitiniued by tlhe

registrar iunitil the encd of the second 6-mlontl
periodl. The sampling Unit is thlen againi enu-
merated by a central staff supervisor. He in-
quires abouit the vital events tlhat occurred dur-
ing the past year, thus providing a 6-month
overlap period to aid full coverage. The events
are againi matcheld witlh the registrar's records,
and a field or letter v-erificationi is mnade of all
nonmatching events anid household populationi
inconsistencies.
The vital evenit information items in blocks

4 thlrotigh 7 for the entire year are then coded,
punched, and tabulated usingy tfli previous 6
monitlhs' census result for r.ate computation. Tlhe,
gross vital event count for' tlhe seconld 6-moith
period is tabulated separately.

Tlle separate, tabulations are combined with
previous records and vital event summaries are
generated semiannually. At the end of 1 full
year, the ent.ire process is repeated.
The flexibility of tabulation and punching

scliedules is aided by the fact that a separate
type of card is punched for each person and
event enumerated. The first card is a household
card, which contains the household idenitification
information and a summary of the number of
persons, live births, infant and noninf ant deaths,
and gross population movements. The second
is a person card wlhich contains all the personal
characteristics of each member of the house-
hold. The tlhird is a birth card, whiclh includes
all the informa.tion concerningf the occurrence
of a, live birth or stillbirtlh. The fourth card
contains the in-migration material; the fiftlh, the
occurrence of dceath; and the sixth card, infor-
miation on out-nmigrations.

Witllin 60-90 days after the close of each
seniiianni-iual regional einumneration, the household
card is used to publish a provisional bulletin
wlhich inedicates the gross rural and urban
einumiera-tion results. Items tabulated are the
crude live birth rate, crude death rate, and the
infant mortality rate. The sampling error as-
sociated witlh eaclh rate is included. Two rates
are slhowvn, the uinadjusted and the adjusted
rates. As indicated previously, the manner in
wlichl each event was recorded is tabulated in
tlhree caltegories: events recorded by both the
registrars and the supervisors (N1), events
recorded by the registrars but missed by the
supervisors (AT2), and events recorded by the
supervisors btut missed by the registrars (N3).
The unadjusted rates are computed using the

events calculated by the equation AT=NN+
AT,-]+N3. The adcjusted rates are comnputed by the
method of Clhandrasekarlan anid Deming (8) as
N1Y±=A+l.,+N VN3 + 34 whlere N4 N2 N3 * N1.
Essentially, the adj usted estim-ates include those
events probably missed by both recording
systenms.
As inldicated prev-iously, (letailed tabulations

on personal characteristics are punched and
tabulated from the person cards at the mid-sur-
vey-year interval. Final tabulations for the comn-
plete results of the regional enumeration-regis-
tration are tabulated by using the remaining
four detailed cards. The target date for bound
publication of the results is 90-120 days after
the close of the complete enumeration year of
any given region. The subjects tabulated for
each urban andl rural umit of each region are as
follows:
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1. Distribution of the population, by age and sex.
2. Marital status, by age and sex.
3. Age at first marriage, by sex.
4. Literacy and educational status, by age and sex.
5. Number of children ever born, by age of mother.
6. Number of children surviving, by age of mother.
7. Crude birth and fertility rates, by sex.
8. Live births, by age of mother.
9. Place of live birth.

10. Live births, by month.
11. Birth and fertility rates, by literacy and educa-

tional status of mother.
12. Birth order, by age of mother.
13. Birth probabilities, by age and parity of mother.
14. Age-specific death rates.
15. Deaths, by month.
16. Place of death.
17. Infant mortality, by sex.
18. Infant mortality, by age of mother.
19. Infant mortality, by month.
20. Persons moving, by age, sex, and type of move.
21. Reason for persons moving, by type of move and

sex.

In December 196G, one complete survey year
was attained for regions 1 and 2 and Ankara.
Istanbul and Izmir were completed in February
1967. As indicated previously, regions 3,4, and 5
had not completed a full enumeration year at
the time of this report.

Preliminary Results

Although the stability of the data is diffi-
cult to predict at this early stage, the prelimi-
nary results generated thus far are considered

reasonable if not encouraging in all respects.
Table 1 shows the first year's crude birth rate,
crude death rate, and infant mortality rate for
the areas completed. Generally, the magnitudes
of the adjusted birth rates closely resemble those
found in the surveys of Pakistan, India, and
Morocco, are comparable to earlier Turkish
estimates by Gales (10), and are similar to the
prevailing rates in many of the developing
countries of Latin America (11). The crude
death and infant mortality rates, with the pos-
sible exception of region 1, rural, however, are
lower than (anticipated and probably represent
underreporting.
The crude birth rates for region 1 of 34 per

1,000 for urban and 54 per 1,000 for rural areas
are considered realistic for this area of Turkey.
The birth rates for region 2 of 43 per 1,000 for
the rural areas and 30 per 1,000 for the urban,
however, are somewhat lower than expected. Al-
though the Black Sea region when compared
to central Anatolia is considered somewhat bet-
ter off economically, this factor alone would
not account for the lower yields. The crude
birth rate of 37 per 1,000 for Ankara is higher
than anticipated but may in fact be true. Istan-
bul's birth rate of 28 per 1,000 and Izmir's 25 are
disappointing and seem indicative of under-
reporting.
The death rates with one or two exceptions

are quite similar. The crude death rate of 13

Table 1. Adjusted and unadjusted estimates of selected vital statistics from the Turkish
Demographic Survey, by region and area

Crude birth rate 2 Crude death rate 3 Infant mortality rate 4
Region Period Population

and area1 covered Unad- S.E. Ad- Unad- S.E. Ad- Unad- S.E. Ad-
justed justed justed justed justed justed

Region 1:
Urban_ 11/65-10/66 1, 915, 400 36 1. 3 38 12 0. 8 13 133 11. 9 140
Rural._. 10/65- 9/66 4, 713, 100 51 1. 8 54 18 1. 3 21 174 13. 0 204

Region 2:
Urban- 11/65-10/66 1, 135, 200 29 1. 4 30 9 . 8 10 85 10. 1 98
Rural._ 10/65- 9/66 4, 432, 700 40 2. 0 43 13 . 8 15 139 12. 5 152

Ankara_ - 12/65-11/66 602, 900 32 1. 7 37 8 . 5 11 86 9. 0 113
Istanbul - 1/66-12/66 1, 533, 400 27 2. 1 28 9 . 8 11 89 14. 8 123
Izmir- 2/66- 1/67 403, 100 23 1. 5 25 9 . 8 10 83 11. 5 84

1 Region 1, Central Anatolian Provinces; region 2,
Black Sea Provinces.

2 Number of live births during the period, divided
by the mid-year period population and multiplied by
1,000.

8 Number of deaths during the period, divided by
the mid-year period population and multiplied by
1,000.

4Number of deaths among children under 1 yeai'
old during the period, divided by the total live births
during the period and multiplied by 1,000. For the
adjusted estimate, the adjusted number of live births
was used as the denominator.
NOTE: S.E. = standard error.
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Table 2. Unadjusted survey rates, by method of reporting

Crude birth rates Crude death rates Infant mortality rates

Region and area All Regis- Super- All Regis- Super- All Regis- Super-
methods trar visor methods trar visor methods trar visor

only only only only only only

Region 1:
Urban -36 26 33 12 8 10 133 84 115
Rural -51 36 44 18 13 15 174 106 132

Region 2:
rban -29 21 25 9 6 7 85 53 65

Rural -40 29 35 13 9 10 139 90 110
Ankara -32 23 25 8 5 5 86 45 62
Istanbul -27 21 22 9 7 7 89 48 65
Izmir -23 16 21 9 6 7 83 32 79

per 1,000 for region 1, urban, may be low for
these areas. The death rate of 21 per 1,000 in
the rural areas of this region is more realistic.
The mortality experience in region 2 of 10 per
1,000 for the urban areas and 15 per 1,000 for
the rural sections suggests omissions, and strong
efforts are currently being undertaken to im-
prove coverage. The mortality rates for the
three cities of 10 to 11 per 1,000 may be some-
what low.
Infant mortality experience is difficult to

analyze, particularly since there are not many
standards which may be used for comparison.
Moreover, because of the large disagreements
between the monthly registrar's reports and the
semiannual enumeration results, discussed later,
the reliability of the estimates is subject to ques-
tion. However, infant mortality is high in the
areas surveyed thus far.
The figures of 140 per 1,000 live births for the

region 1 urban areas and 204 per 1,000 for the
rural areas probably represent omissions. How
numerous these omissions are, however, is dif-
ficult to determine. The region 2 experience of
98 per 1,000 for the urban areas and 152 per
1,000 for the rural sections almost certainly rep-
resents underreporting, but again baseline com-
parisons are absent. The infant mortality ex-
perience in the three metropolitan areas is
equally confusing. Ankara's 113 per 1,000 live
births, Istanbul's 123 per 1,000, and Ismir's 84
per 1,000 seem high; however, Gales (10) found
similiar rates in 1963.
Although it is perhaps premature to discuss

geographic differentials because of the prelim-
inary nature of the estimates and the current

lack of accurate age-adjustment parameters,
marked differences are indicated between urban
and rural areas and between regions. Differences
also exist in the three large cities; however,
other than the birth rate for Ankara and the in-
fant mortality experience in Izmir, the differ-
ences are not extreme.
The birth rate in the urban areas of region 1

is 16 per 1,000 lower than in the rural areas,
the death rate is 8 per 1,000 lower, and infant
mortality is 64 per 1,000 lower. In region 2, the
experience is similar, although to a lesser de-
gree. In the urban areas, births are 13 per 1,000
lower than in the rural areas, deaths 5 per 1,000
lower, and infant mortality 54 per 1,000 lower.

Regional differences are nearly as sharp, with
region 1 yielding the higher results. The urban
differentials in live births for region 1 are 8 per
1,000 higher than region 2, for deaths 3 per
1,000 higher, and for infant deaths 42 per 1,000
higher. Regional rural differences are even
greater with region 1 showing 11 per 1,000
higher for births, 6 per 1,000 higher for
deaths, and 52 per 1,000 higher for infant mor-
tality. The differences in the three cities are less
extreme, although the data from Ankara sug-
gest that the birth rate is 9 to 12 births per 1,000
higher than in Istanbul and Izmir. The crude
death rates are apparently equal for the three
cities. Infant mortality differentials vary from a
low of 10 per 1,000 between Ankara and Istan-
bul to 39 per 1,000 between Istanbul and Izmir.
One of the more interesting aspects of the sur-

vey lies in the comparison of the two independ-
ent methods of data collection. Table 2 reveals
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the miagniitude of the iuniadjuisted rates for each
system.

Apparently, if onily the registrars' reports
were used, the unadjusted rates wvould be far
lower thalnawas the case. For examuple, in the
rural areas of region 1, the criid(e lirtlh rate
would be 36 in-stead of 51 per 1,000; the crude
deatlh rate, 13 inistea(l of 18 per 1,000; (and thle
infanit mortality rate, 106 instead of 174 per
1,000 live births. The supervisors' reports re-
sult, in a better estimate; however, these too are
lowver tlhani the combined rates.

cgalin using region 1 ruiral ar-eas as an1 ex-
ample, the supervisor's results are T per 1,000
lower than the conmbinied rate for birtlhs, 3 per
1,000 lower for deaths, and 42 per 1,000 lower
for the infant mortality rate. Tlhe alarming
differences between the t,wo reporting muetlhods
for infant, morttality are difficult to explaini.
Relatively fewv evenits were, picked up by both
systems in relation to t,he large nunmber picked
up independently by each svstem. AMoreover,
the registrars obtained far fewer events than
did the supervisors; 75 to 96 percent of the total
rel)orted infanit deaths wvere obtained by the
supervisors. In contrast, only 40 to 65 perceiit
of all inifant deaths were reported by the regris-
trars. The match-rate, that is the same inifanit
deatlh reported jointly by both the registrar anid
the suipervisor, ran-ged from 2.5 to 49 percent
of thlie total reported events.

AMuchl of this differenice m1ay be attributed
to poor performance by the registrars. Onl the
othler hancd, because of the consistenlcy of thlis
experience, the differemices miiay be intimately
tied to the recall periodiused by each method
coupled with the tragwedy of anl inifant deatlh.
Bothl these factors are to the disadvanitage of
the reg,istrars, who by usilln a 30-day recall
period, are muchl closer to thle tragic iiionieit
than are the supervisors wlho iise a 6- to 12-
month recall period. Bec..ause of tlis longer
interval the respoi(deiits nmavy be mnore likely to
report the de<ath after thle slhock lhas subsided.
Although the dual Tuirkislh reporting systemn

is currently yielding relatively respectable re-
sults considerinig its iimmnaturity, there are
large, chronic metlho(lologica1la1nad logistical
problems. Mlost of these problems polarize
arounld the omnissionl of events.
The large field-verified differ enices between

the registr-ars' reports acnd the supervisors' re-
sults suggest that both systems are omitting
evenits. The exact nmagniitude of these omissions
is extremely difficult to determine. Howexer,
by applying the Chandrasekaran-Deming ad-
justment, it is possible to obtain an estimate of
the number of missing events. Table 3 shows
the proportion of events which may have been
missed by both collection systems.

It is immi-ediately apparent that the omission
rate for deaths, particularly infant deaths, is
higher than for births. With the exception of

Ankara, with an omission rate of 13 percent,
froin 5 to 6 percent of the births are probably
being missed by botlh systems. Omission rates
for deaths, on the other hand, range around 10
pereent, again with the exception of Ankara
wlhere the rate is a distiirbiiig 25 percemit. The
(lata suggest that firomi 6 to 34 percent of all
infaiit deathls are missed by both systems. By
adjusting the survey rates with the suggested
onuissions, the crude birth rates are increased
1 to 5 per 1,000 and the crude death rates, 1 to 3
per 1,000. These differences are similar to those
found in the Pakistan and Thailand surveys.
In contrast to these comparatively small and
consistent differentials, the correction factors
for infant mortality range from 1 per 1,000 in
the case of Izmuir to a high of 34 per 1,000 in
Istanibul.

Wlhile the dual report.ing system is consid-
ered the best tool currenitly available for obtain-
ingo, the majority of events that occur in ain
areax, it is nIot foolproof. In order to work effec-
tively, the two reporting methods must main-
tain absolute indepenidence. This is difficult and

Table 3. Percentage of events missed by both
reportint, methods

Region and area

Region 1:
Urban --

Rural-
Region 2:
Urban --
Rural.

Ankara --

Istanbul-
Izmir -

Percentage of-

Live Deaths Infant
births deaths

5 7 9
6 12 20

6
13
6

_ *

9
10
25
10
11

19
14
34
32
6
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Table 4. Percentage of additional events
obtained, by method of reporting

Registrars Super-
Region, area, and Registrars visors
and event super- only only

visors

Region 1, urban:
Live births 60 10 30
Deaths -54 12 34
Infant deaths-- 49 14 37

Region 1, rural:
Live births- 58 13 29
Deaths 48 21 31
Infant deaths - 37 24 39

Region 2, urban:
Live births- 61 13 26
Deaths --- 51 17 31
Infant deaths 39 23 38

Region 2, rural:
Live births 58 13 29
Deaths- 51 20 29
Infant deaths-- 44 21 35

Ankara:
Live births 47 24 29
Deaths -33 33 34
Infant deaths 25 27 47

Istanbul:
Live births 62 18 20
Deaths - - 53 22 25
Infant deaths --- 27 27 46

Izmir:
Live births 59 10 31
Deaths -48 18 34
Infant deaths-_- 35 4 61

expensive. In the Turkish Demographic Survey,
elaborate and time-consuming precautions have
been taken to maintain independence of report-
ing methods. The large verified difference be-
tween the registrars' reports and the supervi-
sors' results suggest that some success has been
achieved in this field. Unfortunately, however,
no guarantee can be given that complete inde-
pendence exists or will remain in all sampling
units.

Another extremely serious problem is the
fact that both the registrars and the supervi-
sors may consistently miss the same type of
event, a factor that can be readily demonstrated.
The Turkish survey's household schedule con-
tains a question on stillbirths. The primary
value of this question is to increase the likeli-
hood of obtaining reports of live births and
iinfant deaths. Although stillbirth data are ex-
tremely useful, the accuracy of this iniformation
will remain poor in a developing country until
a workable "lay" definition of a stillbirth can
be devised which will be suitable for use by a
household survey. Such is the case in the Turk-

ish survey thus far; respondents are obviously
underreporting stillbirths. Moreover, for the
few who have reported these events, both the
registrars' and supervisors' results agree nearly
100 percent. The adjusted stillbirth ratios cur-
rently range from 7 to 14 per 1,000 live births
plus stillbirths. This is an understatement, and,
as suggested above, probably constitutes a mis-
understanding by the registrars, supervisors,
and respondents as to what a stillbirth is.
Other problems which have occurred in con-

ducting the survey are perhaps more pertinent
to everyday operations. These have proved
troublesome to the Turkish system because of
their frequency and in all probability will be
experienced by other countries considering a
similar survey.
The most common ptroblem centers around

the performances of local registrar-enumera-
tors. These workers are the backbone of the
Turkish system. Mainy live in remote areas
where the roads are impassable for much of the
year. Because of the, isolation and the linear dis-
tances in Turkey, most registrars are visited by
a supervisor only twice each year, at the time
when the unmatched events are verified. Unless
individual integrity and motivation are high,
performance will suffer. The Turkish experi-
ence thus far indicates that many registrars do
not make complete monthly rounds. One reason
for this is that because the registrars live and
work in the area, they feel they know their peo-
ple. This, in most every case, is a misapprehen-
sion. Table 4, based on verified events, points up
this disturbing situation.

Immediately apparent is the fact that the
supervisors are finding 2 to 21 percent more
births than are the registrars, 1 to 22 percent
more deaths, and 14 to 57 percent more infant
deaths. The direction of these discrepancies is
not logical. If the registrars were conscien-
tiously making their assigned monthly rounds,
there would be no problem of memory decay
among those interviewed. Furthermore, in the
case of out-migrations, all events which oc-
curred in the households with out-migrants up
until the day they moved, should be recorded
by the registrars. These events could not be
recorded consistently by the supervisor because
the original respondents are no longer in the
household to report events.
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Although such steps as correctional letters,
individual conferences, retraining sessions, and
disciplinary actions have been and are used to
improve motivation and performance, clear-cut
evidence of success has not yet been demon-
strated.
One of the most difficult pro;blems from a

logistical standpoint, but one in which some
success has been obtained, is in reconciling
household member imbalances. Often, when
comparing the registrars' records with the su-
pervisors' reports, the numbers of persons
recorded in the household do not agree, yet no
event has been recorded to indicate the reason
for this difference. Early in the survey, most of
these imbalances were noted to be due to out-
migrations or in-migrations. Some imbalances,
however, were due to births and deaths, par-
ticularly infant deaths, which were not reported
to the registrar or the supervisor; thus, it was
necessary to include the imbalances in the
regular field-verification process. Although this
procedure is expensive and time consuming, it
has proved well worth the effort. However, it
can be done properly only if out-migration and
in-migration data are routinely included in the
survey system.

Regardless of these problems, the Turkish
Demographic Survey has thus far begun to
meet the requirements of providing the nation
with current and relatively reliable natality
and mortality estimates in the absence of a func-
tional official vital registration system.

Summary
The Turkish Demographic Survey, initiated

in 1965, is a household enumeration instrument
designed primarily to provide accurate and cur-
rent data on vital events. The sample size for
the entire nation is about 235,000 persons.
Two methods are used to collect the data. The

first employs a local, resident registrar who
makes regular monthly visits to each household
in his assigned area and reports the demo-
graphic changes which have occurred in the
household during the past month. The second
method employs a staff supervisor who inde-
pendently calls on the same households every 6
months. The two reports are matched and all
mismatches are verified.

The manner in which each event was recorded
is tabulated in three categories: events recorded
by both the registrars and the supervisors (N1),
events recorded by the registrars but missed
by the supervisors (N2), and events recorded by
the supervisors but missed by the registrars
(N,). The rates are adjusted by the equation
N=N1+X2+N+N, +N4 where N4=N2 *N3 N1.
Essentially, the adjustment provides an estimate
of the events probably missed by 'both systems.
Because of the immaturity of the survey,

coupled with the constant improvements in
control procedures, survey estimates are antici-
pated to be unstable for the next several years.
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